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FOREWORD

This catalog contains information on publications produced by the Department of Defense, Washington Headquarters Services, Directorate for Information Operations and Reports (DoD/WHS/DIOR). Included are the publication number, title, frequency, a brief description of the report's contents, number of pages, and estimated date that the publication will be available. The information has been organized according to the major functional areas, e.g., logistics, manpower, and procurement.

The availability date listed in the catalog is the approximate date that the publication can be obtained from the Government Printing Office. It takes one to two months beyond that date before the publication is available at the National Technical Information Service.

Current fiscal year publications can be obtained by writing to the address listed below or by calling the order desk:

Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, D.C. 20402

(202) 783-3238

All publications for prior fiscal years and all manuals and standard tabulations for current and prior fiscal years are available from the following:

For the Public:

Director
National Technical Information Service
5285 Port Royal Road
Springfield, Virginia 22151

(703) 487-4600

For the Federal Government and its contractors:

Administrator
Defense Technical Information Center
Cameron Station, Building 5
Alexandria, Virginia 22304-6145

(703) 274-7633
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PUBLICATIONS

The Directorate for Information Operations and Reports prepares a number of publications which are designed to answer most of the questions which are asked regarding data on financial management, logistics, manpower, and prime contracts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimated Availability Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**LOGISTICS DATA PUBLICATIONS**

**L02. Selected Medical Care Statistics (Quarterly)**

Selected data concerning medical care provided at fixed military medical facilities are displayed. This report shows quarterly medical facilities utilization statistics for operating beds, days occupied on a daily average, operating bassinets, admissions, outpatient visits, and live births, by six major categories of eligible personnel, according to Defense component. (Approximately 23 pages)

**L03. Atlas/Data Abstract for the United States and Selected Areas (Annual)**

This report contains the information formerly published in the Map Book of Major Military Installations, and also includes several summary tables on personnel, payrolls, and prime contract awards. It also includes a statistical data abstract for each State and Selected Area. The statistical abstracts contain information on total personnel and expenditures by military service and other defense activities. Expenditures are broken down by payroll outlays and prime contract awards with detailed information displayed on type of payroll and contract.

In addition, information is provided for each State on the following: (1) up to ten locations with the largest expenditures and most DoD personnel; (2) total prime contract awards by military service for the past three fiscal years; and (3) the top five contractors in each State, their total awards, major products or services, and major locations of performance. There is also a map included for each listed location. (Approximately 165 pages)

**MANPOWER DATA PUBLICATIONS**

**M01. Selected Manpower Statistics (Annual)**

Current and historical manpower data are displayed according to Military Department and/or Department of Defense component as well as by geographic location and various manpower categories. This report is published annually in March containing data for the fiscal year ending the preceding September. (Approximately 220 pages)

**M02. Distribution of Personnel by State and by Selected Locations (Annual)**

Data are provided on the number and operating location of DoD active duty military and direct hire civilian personnel in each of the 50 States, by State, according to Defense component. The number and percent distribution of DoD personnel in each State and in the country as a whole are also provided. Detailed data are shown in a separate table for major installations and selected cities in each State, according to Defense component. (Approximately 90 pages)
TITLE AND DESCRIPTION

MANPOWER DATA PUBLICATIONS (Continued)

M03. Military Manpower Statistics (Quarterly)

This report consists of 28 statistical tables which contain data pertaining to military personnel on active duty. In addition to summary data, detailed data on personnel are included by the Military Departments and Defense components by type (officer, enlisted), grade, and location. Selected tables also provide data on active duty women in the military. (Approximately 60 pages)

Availability Date
1st of January, April, July, October

M04. Civilian Manpower Statistics (Quarterly)

This report is comprised of eight to ten tables containing official quarterly summary data on DoD civilian employment levels. Data are broken down by major Defense component, employment category, and location. Selected data on trends in civilian employment as well as accession and separation rates are provided. (Approximately 20 pages)

Availability Date
1st of March, June, September, December

M05. Worldwide Manpower Distribution by Geographical Area (Quarterly)

Summary data on the worldwide distribution of DoD active duty military and civilian personnel and their dependents are shown in this report. Aggregate figures are shown for the 48 contiguous States, Alaska, Hawaii, the U.S. territories, and selected locations. Separate data are provided for each foreign country where personnel are located. Data on active duty military personnel are shown by location, according to military service. Civilian data are provided for each Defense component, by regional area and country, with discrete data for U.S. citizen direct hires, foreign national direct hires, and foreign national indirect hires. Types and numbers of dependents of both active duty military and civilian personnel are displayed by location, according to Defense component. (Approximately 90 pages)

Availability Date
1st of January, April, July, October

M07. Worldwide U.S. Active Duty Military Personnel Casualties (Quarterly)

This publication provides information on worldwide active duty military personnel casualties since October 1, 1979. It is a compilation of statistical summary data with specific tables by race, home state of record, pay grade, attained age, cause of casualty, and place of casualty. (Approximately 40 pages)

Availability Date
15th of March, June, September, December

M13. General/Flag Officer Worldwide Roster (Quarterly)

This report contains the names of all general/flag officers and their current duty assignment(s) in joint staff and command billets, and all Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and Air Force positions. Detailed information is provided on organization, duty title, name, rank, service, date assigned, and date of rank. An alphabetical index is also included to assist the reader in easily locating personnel by duty assignment(s). (Approximately 140 pages)

Availability Date
1st of January, April, July, October

M15. Reserve Manpower Statistics (Annual)

This report consists of statistical charts and graphs providing summary information on the strength of the Reserve components. Selected charts and graphs also provide data on strength and attribute trends of the Selected Reserve and the Individual Ready Reserve/Inactive National Guard. (Approximately 40 pages)

Availability Date
1st of January
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TITLE AND DESCRIPTION

MANUALS

This category includes various manuals for use in interpreting data contained in Standard Tabulations (ST) produced from the Defense Acquisition Management Data System (DAMDS). The manuals used to interpret a specific ST are described in the following section. Current and prior editions of these manuals are only available from NTIS or DTIC as appropriate.

MN01. Defense Contract Action Data System (DCADS) Purchasing Offices List*

This manual contains a list of DoD purchasing offices located throughout the world. Each office has a unique five-digit identifier (PO Code) for use with the DCADS. The report shows the Military Department, PO code and name, place, State/Country, and zip code, if applicable. (Approximately 91 pages)

MN02. DoD Procurement Coding Manual, Volume 1: Commodities and Services (Annual)

This manual is divided into three sections: products and services; system or equipment codes; and DoD Claimant Program Codes. The first section has three subsections: Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation (RDT&E); other services and construction; and supplies and equipment. The system or equipment section is subdivided by Military Department (Army, Navy, and Air Force). The third section defines the major DoD Claimant Programs. (Approximately 75 pages)

MN03. DoD Contractor Establishment Code (CEC) Alphabetical Listing*

This listing is published in two volumes. It lists the Contractor Establishment Code (CEC), name and address of contractors who have done business with the Federal Government and were required to be reported into the Federal Procurement Data System through the DCADS. Volume I contains only domestic contractors, while foreign contractors are listed in a separate section at the back of Volume II. Each volume contains approximately 1,000 pages. This listing replaces the DoD Procurement Coding Manual, Volume 2: Contractors (MN03) which was discontinued in 1983.


Using the DCADS input document as a basis, this manual explains all codes which appear on the detailed computer listing of awards produced using DCADS. The manual is reissued each time the input document and output format are changed. (Approximately 16 pages)

PRIME CONTRACT DATA PUBLICATIONS

P01. 100 Companies Receiving the Largest Dollar Volume of Prime Contract Awards (Annual)

This report contains information on the 100 companies which, with their subsidiaries, received the largest dollar volume of prime contract awards over $25,000 during the fiscal year. The data shown include the name of the company and its subsidiaries, the company's rank, and the net value of the awards. Also shown is the percent of the total awards represented by each company's awards as well as cumulative percentages. Four to five pages of comparative analyses are provided. (Approximately 23 pages.)

*As required
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PRIME CONTRACT DATA PUBLICATIONS (Continued)

P02. 500 Companies Receiving the Largest Dollar Volume of Prime Contract Awards for RDT&E (Annual)

This report shows data on the 500 contractors that received the largest dollar volume of prime contract awards over $25,000 for Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation (RDT&E). Data shown are the name of the contractor, its rank, the net value of awards, and the principal place of performance. Firms qualifying as small businesses are identified. There are separate sections on business firms, educational and non-profit institutions, foreign contractors, and U.S. Government agencies. An alphabetical index is included. (Approximately 37 pages)

P03. Prime Contract Awards (Semi-Annual)

This report presents, in both tables and charts, a variety of current and historical data on the net value of DoD prime contract awards. Data are presented in seven major sections: awards by type of contractor; awards publicized to small business; awards by procurement program (a standard DoD grouping of supplies and services); awards for Research, Development, Test and Evaluation (RDT&E); awards by method of procurement; and awards by type of contract pricing provision. The seventh section has data on awards made under the DoD Small Business Subcontracting Program. Data are provided in a variety of ways, including by Defense component, fiscal year, and type of award. Percent distributions are included in several tables. Analytical summaries are provided for each section. (Approximately 60 pages)


This report presents data on DoD prime contract awards over $25,000 for Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation (RDT&E) made to educational and nonprofit institutions during the fiscal year. The data are presented in three tables, which list contractors alphabetically and give the net value of awards to each contractor, including awards to each of the contractors' locations, where applicable. Table 1 shows awards to educational and other nonprofit institutions in the United States; Table 2 contains awards to U.S. Government agencies; and data on awards for foreign institutions and government agencies are provided in Table 3. (Approximately 20 pages)

P06. Prime Contract Awards by Region and State (Annual)

This report contains data on the net value and percent distribution of DoD prime contract awards for the latest three fiscal years, by census region and principal State of performance. In addition to summary data, information are provided on awards for the seven major hard goods and on awards within the 25 major procurement programs, by State. Individual tables show the net value and percent distribution of awards for Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation (RDT&E) work, by region and State, according to type of contractor (educational institution, other nonprofit institutions, or business firm) for the latest three years. (Approximately 82 pages)
TITLE AND DESCRIPTION

PRIME CONTRACT DATA PUBLICATIONS (Continued)

P07. Prime Contract Awards by Service Category and Federal Supply Classification (Annual)

This report contains data on the net value of DoD prime contracts for Research, Development, Test and Evaluation (RDT&E) work; other services and construction; and supplies and equipment awarded during the latest four fiscal years. Data on both military and civil functions are included. Data on RDT&E awards are presented by DoD procurement program and RDT&E category; other services and construction data are by service code; and supplies and equipment are by Federal Supply Classification (FSC) code. The report contains about eight pages of explanatory notes and comparative analyses. (Approximately 77 pages.) A detailed table showing totals for the latest fiscal year by FSC/service code and DoD component was added in FY 1990.

P08. Prime Contract Awards, Size Distribution (Annual)

Data on DoD prime contract awards over $25,000 awarded during the fiscal year are arrayed by 11 size categories. This report contains seven tables: awards by size and awarding Department; cumulative data by size and awarding Department; cumulative data by size and type of contract; cumulative data by size and extent competed; cumulative data by size and kind of procurement action; cumulative data by size and by selected procurement programs; and cumulative data by size and by labor standard statutes. Data shown in each table include the number of actions, net value of awards, and the percent distribution within each size group. Five pages of explanation and analyses are provided. (Approximately 16 pages)

P09. Prime Contract Awards by State (Semi-Annual)

This report provides a variety of information on DoD military and civil functions procurements. The data are presented by principal State of performance and include the net value and percent distribution of the awards. The net value of awards for the two latest fiscal years for DoD components are provided in two tables; one includes civil functions, and one excludes civil functions. These tables provide, for comparison, data for the latest quarter associated with the publication. Data are also included on the net value of military procurement actions for the current reporting year, by Military Department; data on the net value of military procurement actions for the latest fiscal years; and data on the total net value of civil functions procurement actions for the latest fiscal years. (5 pages)

P14. Companies Participating in the Department of Defense Subcontracting Program (Quarterly)

This report summarizes information submitted by DoD prime contractors who are required to submit reports on subcontracting to small and small disadvantaged businesses. Approximately 1,000 companies report these data each quarter during a fiscal year. The report has a section for each of the Military Departments and the Defense Logistics Agency. Companies are arranged in alphabetical sequence and data shows location, date of latest Government subcontracting surveillance review, net value of subcontract awards, and the amount and percent of awards to small and small disadvantaged businesses. The same data are also shown for the comparable quarter of the previous fiscal year, the current fiscal year to date, and the comparable period of the prior fiscal year. (Approximately 75 pages)
STANDARD TABULATIONS

For use as analytical tools and reference sources, DIOR produces a number of annual Standard Tabulations. These tabulations are only available from NTIS or DTIC as appropriate.

ST01. Prime Contractors with Awards Over $25,000 by Name, Location, and Contract Number

This tabulation is an alphabetical list of DoD prime contractors who received awards over $25,000, showing total dollar value for each contract being performed by a contractor at a place of performance. The tabulation is sorted in order of ultimate name, headquarters name, establishment name, place of performance, and contract number. If the prime contractor is a subsidiary of another firm, it will be listed under the name of the ultimate firm. (Approximately 3,425 pages)

ST06. Dollar Summary of Federal Supply Classification & Service Category by Company

This is a listing of DoD prime contract awards over $25,000 by FSC and SVC codes, subdivided by awards for Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation (RTD&E); services; and supplies and equipment. The tabulation includes the code, contractor name, principal State of performance, awarding Department, and net value of awards. (Approximately 3,765 pages)

ST08. Prime Contract Awards Over $25,000 by Major System, Contractor & State

This tabulation shows DoD Prime Contract Awards for Major Systems by Contractor and FSC or SVC, followed by the State where work was performed and the awarding Department. (Approximately 470 pages)

ST11. Prime Contract Awards by State or Country, Place and Contractor

This tabulation is an alphabetical list by principal State and place of performance and DoD prime contractor receiving awards over $25,000. It has the same format as ST18 (See ST18 for details). Manuals required to translate coded data are: MN01, MN02, and MN04. (See manuals section of this catalog for complete descriptions.) (Approximately 9,000 pages)

ST18. Prime Contract Awards Alphabetically by Contractor, State or Country, and Place

This tabulation is an alphabetical list of DoD prime contractors who received awards over $25,000 by principal place of performance. This tabulation presents a detailed display of most of the data contained in the Defense Contract Action Data System (DCADS). Manuals required to translate coded data are: MN01, MN02, and MN04 (See Manuals section of this catalog for complete descriptions.) (Approximately 8,800 pages)
ST19. Dollar Summary of Prime Contract Awards by Contractor, State or Country, and Place (Previous Title: Alphabetical Summary of Prime Contract Awards Over $25,000)

This tabulation presents an overview of all DoD prime contract awards over $25,000 by contractor, principal place of performance, and awarding Department. (Approximately 2,340 pages)

ST20. Alphabetic List of All DoD Prime Contractors (No Dollars) (Previous Title: Alphabetical List of DoD Prime Contractors)

This is an alphabetical list by contractor name of all DoD prime contractors who have received awards with a net value over $25,000 during the fiscal year. Addresses are not available and dollar amounts are not provided in this tabulation. (Approximately 300 pages)

ST24. Dollar Summary of Prime Contract Awards by State, Place and Contractor March 15

This tabulation provides data on all DoD prime contract awards over $25,000 by the principal State and city or place of performance and shows the contractor name and the net value of contracts awarded by each Defense component. This tabulation covers the 50 States and the District of Columbia only. Contractor names and associated dollar amounts will appear for each separate place of performance within each State. (Approximately 1,270 pages)

ST25. Dollar Summary of Prime Contract Awards by State, County, Contractor, and Place (Previous Title: Prime Contract Awards Over $25,000 by State, County, Contractor, and Place)

This tabulation shows the net value of DoD prime contract awards over $25,000 by principal place of performance in the 50 States, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico. The data are arrayed by State, county, contractor name, and place. Contractor names and associated dollar amounts will appear for each separate place of performance. The aggregate value of each contractor's awards by location is provided, as well as the value of contracts awarded by each Defense component. (Approximately 1,245 pages)

ST26. Dollar Summary of Prime Contract Awards with Principal Place of Performance Outside the U.S. by Country and Contractor (Previous Title: Prime Contract Awards Over $25,000 Outside the United States)

Formatted like the aforementioned ST24, this tabulation provides information on DoD prime contract awards over $25,000 with principal places of performance outside the continental United States. Contractor names and associated dollars will appear within each country. (Approximately 175 pages)
ST27. Places with Prime Contract Awards of $5 Million or More

DoD contractor plants with awards of $5 million or more by location - a three-year comparison. Current and prior two fiscal years of data by dollar amount and by DoD claimant program are compared. (Approximately 220 pages)

ST28. Prime Contract Awards of $100,000 or More by Federal Supply Classification or Service Category and Purchasing Office

DoD purchasing offices with awards in excess of $100,000 or more by Federal Supply Classification (FSC) or service category (SVC). Listed for each FSC/SVC are the awarding DoD component; state, city, and name of the purchasing office; and number of actions and dollar amounts for all awards, business firm awards, and small business firm awards. (Approximately 1,735 pages)

ST33. Worldwide U.S. Active Duty Military Deaths, Alphabetical Index by Name

This tabulation is an alphabetical list of active duty military personnel who died since October 1, 1979. The tabulation includes data on military service, name, rank/MOS, date of death, and home of record. (Approximately 960 pages)